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We study the connection between the Hilbert series, Hilb,(t) = 
C; dim,J(X,, R,, X3)‘/(X,, X,, X,)‘+‘)t’, and the Poincare series, PR(t)= 
C; dim,(Tor”(k, k))t’= Cr dim,(Extk(k, k))t’ for rings of the type R = 
k[X,, X2, X,1/(& ,..., fi) where the j$ are forms of degree two and k is a 
field. It is well known that the Hilbert series are always rational, and we 
show that the Poincare series are determined by the Hilbert series and that 
they are rational (Theorem 1). As a corollary we can conclude that local 
rings (R, m) of embedding dimension 3 and with m3 = 0 have rational 
Poincare series. Furthermore we show that graded Artinian rings of length 
~7 (and thus graded Cohen-Macaulay rings of multiplicity < 7) have 
rational Poincare series. It is known that there are local rings of embedding 
dimensions 5 with m3 = 0 and graded Artinian rings of length 11 with 
transcendental Poincare series, see [ 11. 
If R is graded, Tor,R(k, k) = O,,, Tor:(k, k), taking Tor in the category 
of graded modules with morphisms of degree 0; correspondingly for Ext. 
Our methods for determining the Poincart series are easily extended to the 
double Poincari series P,(u, u) = Cij dim,(Tor$(k, k)) z&j= 
Cij dim,(Extz(k, k)) ~$9 for the rings examined, and in fact we need the 
rationality of the double Poincare series of R to make the conclusions 
about local rings mentioned above. 
Before proving our theorems we give some general observations and 
collect some known results that we need. First, since both the Hilbert and 
the Poincare series are unchanged when extending the base field k, we can 
assume k to be algebraically closed when convenient. Second, we will use 
that the formula 
PR( t) Hilb.( - t) = 1 (1) 
is equivalent to P,(u, a) = P,(uu), see [7]. 
The last two observations we need, we formulate as lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. If P,(u, u) is rational then HilbCEx,;Ck,kjl(t) is rational, where 
[Extk(k, k)] is the Yoneda subalgebra of Ext,(k, k) which is generated by 
Ext;(k, k). 
Proof. If P,(u, u) = C aijuivi, then Hilb ~~~~~~~,~~~(t) = C ai,;t’ according 
to [7]. Now P,(uu-‘, v) = C aiju’vjp’= C aij+ ,u’d is an ordinary power 
series (since aiJ = 0 if i > j) which is rational since P,(u, u) is rational. Sup- 
pose P,(uu-‘, U) = p(u, u)/q(u, u), where p and q are polynomials without 
common factor. Then q(0, 0) # 0 since a,,, = 1, so C a,,t’ = p( t, O)/q( t, 0) is 
rational. 
LEMMA 2. Let S be a graded k-algebra, f a homogeneous non-zerodivisor 
of degree one or two in S and let S= S/( f ). Then (1) is true for S tf and only 
if it is true for S, 
Proof: Hilbs(t) = (1 - t) Hilb,(t) (resp. Hilb,(t) = (1 - t*) Hilb,(t)) and 
it is well known that Ps(t) = P,(t)/(l + t) (resp. P$(t) = P,(t)/(l - t’)). 
THEOREM 1. For rings of the type R = k[X,, X2, X,]/(f ,,..., fr), where 
the f;s are forms of degree two, P,(u, u) is determined by Hilb,(t) and is 
rational. (There are only 15 possibilities, we list them in the Appendix.) 
Proof. We can assume fi ,..., f, to be a minimal system of generators, so 
O<r<6. If r=O, R=k[X,, X2, X,] so Hilb,(t)=1/(1-t)3 and 
P,(u, v) = (1 + UV)~ so (1) holds. Hence, by Lemma 2, (1) holds if R is a 
complete intersection. This is the case if r = 1 and likewise if r = 2 and f, , f2 
have no common factor. If r = 2 and fi, f2 do have a common factor, then 
R is isomorphic to either &Xl, X2, XJ/@‘T, X1X2) or to 
k[Xl, X2, XJ/(X,X,, X,X,), and (1) follows from [S]. If ra4 (1) is true 
according to the more general result [3, Theorem 4.83. Now let r = 3. If R 
is a complete intersection (1) holds as remarked above. We call these com- 
plete intersections class 3a. To manage the other cases we had to derive a 
“structure theorem” for such rings. If R is not a complete intersection, 
char(k) f2, 3 (and k is algebraically closed), (fi, f2, f3) is up to 
k[X,, X2, X3]-automorphisms equal to one of the following ideals: 
3b: (X,X,,(X,+X,)X,,x:+X,X,+~),(x:,X,X,,X,X,+x:); 
3c: w?Jx2Jz)~ (X,X,X*, W,+Xd~,), (x,x*,x,x3,x:+m 
(X,X*, x,x3, X+X,X,); 
3d: 079 x,x2, z,> (g, x,x2, x,x,), txlx2, x,x3~ x2x3), 
cz> XIX29 x,x3 +m 
3e: <x;‘, x1x2, x,x3). 
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If char(k) = 2 there is the extra possibility (q, X1 XZ, (Xi + X,)X,) in 3c, 
and if char(k) = 3 there is the possibility (g, X2 X3, X, X, + X, X3 + x’,) in 
3b. 
The classifications into 3a-3e above is made with reference to the 
corresponding series HilbR( t). 
We will not give an account of our reductions to these cases, since such 
reductions have been made, e.g., in the case k = @, see [6, 11, 10, 41. 
Furthermore, we have made use of the results in [4] to achieve a represen- 
tation with fewer cases than in our original list. 
To calculate the Poincare series for the different cases, we first note that 
in each 3c case fx is a non-zerodivisor in k[Xl , X,, X,]/(fI ,f2). Hence, by 
the argument for r = 2 and Lemma 2, (1) holds. In all cases where fi, f2, f3 
are monomials (1) holds by [S]. For (fi,fi,f3)=(X:,X1Xz,X1X3+~) 
it is easy to show that (1) holds, since then the image z of X: in R is a 
non-zerodivisor and hence by r = 4 and Lemma 2, (1) holds for R. Thus (1) 
holds in all but the (3b) cases. For these remaining cases we use [Z, 
Theorem 7.21 to calculate PR(t). It turns out that they all have the same 
Poincari series, since dim,(H,(K))* = 3 and dim,H,(K) = 4 in all cases. 
Moreover, Avramov’s method for determining the Poincare series easily 
extends to the double Poincare series, since the extra grading is respected 
by his construction. See the Appendix for the explicit results. A con- 
sequence is that (1) does not hold in this case. 
COROLLARY. Zf (R, m) is a local ring of embedding dimension 3 with 
m3 = 0, then P, is rational. (The possible series are listed in the Appendix.) 
Proox If m3=0, then PR(t) = PGrR(t), see [7, Theorem 2.31. Now 
Gr R = k[X,, X,, X,]/((f, ,..., fr) + (X,, X,, X3)3), where the fi’s are forms 
of degree two. Hence we can use [7, Theorem 1.33 to conclude that PR(t) 
is rational, since S = k[X,, X2, X,]/(fi ,..., f,) has rational double Poincare 
series according to Theorem 1, and this gives that Hilb,,,,;,(t) is rational 
according to Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. If R=k[X,, Xz, X,]/(fi,..., f,) is a graded Cohen- 
Macaulay ring of multiplicity 67, then PR(t) is rational. 
Proof. We may assume k to be infinite and hence we may factor out a 
linear sequence to get an Artinian graded ring R of the same multiplicity, 
and with PK( t) = PR( t)/( 1 + t)dimR according to Lemma 1. Let Hilb,(t) = 
l+h,t+ *.a, then 1 + h, + h, + ‘3. d 7. If h, < 2 the rationality follows 
from [3, Corollary 4.91, and if hl < 2 the rationality follows from [S]. The 
only remaining possibility is Hilb,(t) = 1 + 3t + 3t*, in which case PR(t) is 
rational by the corollary above. 
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APPENDIX 
We list all possible PoincarC series for rings k[X, Y, Z]/Z, where I is 
generated by forms of degree two, and for the corresponding local rings Q - - - 
where Gr Q = R/(X, Y, Z)3. For all graded algebras R except 3b we have 
P,(u, u) = PR(uu) and Hilb,(t) = P,Jt)-‘. In class 3b we have P,(u, v) = 
(1 + uu)/( 1 - 224~ + 2u303 - u3u4 - u4u4), Hilb,(t) = (1 + 2t - 2t3)/( 1 - t). All 
PoincarC series are of the form (1 + t)3/polynomial; we list these 
polynomials in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Class Example of I (1 + t)‘PR(r)-’ (1 + t)‘P&)-’ 
Oa 
la 
2a 
b 
3a 
b 
C 
d 
e 
4a 
b 
C 
5a 
b 
6a 
0 1 
G-7 l-12 
w3 m 1 - 212 + 14 
(X2, w 1 - 2t2 - t-’ 
(x2, y2, .w 1 - 312 + 314 - t6 
(x2, YZ, xz+ Y2) 1 - 3t2 - t3 + t4 - I5 - 16 
(X2, xz, m 1 - 3t2 - t’ + 2t4 + tS 
(X2, ‘w P) 1 - 3t2 - 213 
(X2, XY, XZ) 1 - 312 - 3t3 - t4 
(x2, m r, Z2) 1-441~-2t’+314+215 
(X2, xz, y2, YZ) 1 - 4t2 - 31’ + t4 + 15 
(x2, XK xz, Y-7 1 - 4r2 - 413 - t4 
(P, XY, xz, Y2, Z2) 1 - 5r2 - 5t’ + I5 
(X2, XY, xz, Y2, YZ) 1 - 5t2 - 61~ - 2t4 
(X, XY, XZ, P, YZ, Z2) 1 - 6t2 - 81’ - 31~ 
1 - lot2 - 15r3 - 6t4 
I- 8t2 - 12r3 - 5r4 
1 - 6rZ - 8t3 - 3t4 
1 - 712 - 101’ - 4t4 
l-4t2-33t3-t5-t6 
I-4t2-3t’-t5-16 
1 - 512 - 513 + t5 
1 - 6t= - 8t’- 3t4 
1 - 712 - 100 - 414 
1-4t2-213+314+2t5 
1 - 5t2 - 513 + f5 
1 - 6t2 - 8r3 - 3t4 
1 - 512 - 513 + t5 
l-6t2-8t3-3t4 
l-6rz-8f3-3f4 
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